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Ed Emberleys Big Purple Drawing Book Ed Emberley Drawing Books
A New York Times Bestseller! Narwhal and Jelly spread some holiday cheer (and warm waffle pudding) in the festive fifth book of this blockbuster graphic novel series! Dive into three new stories about Narwhal's favorite time of the year! It's the festive season in the world wide waters, and Narwhal is looking forward to cozying up with a good book, singing and partying with pod pals and enjoying some warm waffle pudding. But most of all Narwhal is excited about the arrival of the Merry Mermicorn! According to Narwhal, she's part mermaid, part
unicorn and completely mer-aculous! Jelly is of course skeptical about the existence of the "Mira-Miny-What-A Corn" . . . even when he receives a mysterious present. It must be from Narwhal. Now Jelly has to get the perfect gift, but finding a present for someone as unique as Narwhal is no easy feat, even when you have six tentacles. How will Jelly ever come up with a whaley great gift for a best pal who spreads cheer all through the year?
Rotten Island has always been a paradise for nasty creatures, until one awful day a beautiful flower begins to grow, threatening to spoil the island forever.
Step-by-step instructions for drawing different breeds of horses in a variety of poses.
Explains how to use a few simple shapes, letters, numbers, and symbols to draw almost any animal.
A Pusheen Cookbook
Ed Emberley's Fingerprint Drawing Book
Glad Monster, Sad Monster
Go Away, Big Green Monster!
Ed Emberley's Big Orange Drawing Book
An adaptation of the Caldecott Honor-winning folksong classic is presented as a counting story about Noah's Ark and is complemented by vibrant silhouette woodcut illustrations.
Animals engaged in a variety of activities introduce the letters of the alphabet.
Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing Halloween motifs including pumpkins, ghosts, a black cat, gravestones, a witch, a skeleton, and a haunted mansion.
Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing people, animals, and other objects using a minimum of line and circle combinations.
Drawing Shape by Shape
Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint Drawing Book
Draw 50 Horses
Simple Ways to Fill Your Family's Life with Art and Creativity

A how-to-draw book, with over 100 animals and objects!
Die-cut pages reveal the scary and mean parts of a bullybug as it prepares to attack some itty-bitty baby bugs, but a rescuer arrives on the scene before the bully can make good on its threats.
Learn how to make all sorts of pictures, from birds and fish to clowns and flowers, by using the simplest of shapes.
This fun and stylish book is full of exciting things to doodle. Add beaks and hats to penguins, dials and lights to robots, patterns and tongues to snakes, and lot's lot's more.
Ed Emberley's Big Red Drawing Book
The Usborne Big Doodling Book
Fingerprint Drawing Book & Great Thumbprint Drawing Book
Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Animals
The Step-by-Step Way to Draw Broncos, Arabians, Thoroughbreds, Dancers, Prancers, and Many More
Glad, sad, silly, mad - monsters have all kinds of different feelings! In this innovative die-cut book, featuring a snazzy foil cover, you'll try on funny masks as you walk through the wide range of moods all little monsters (and kids!) experience. Here's a fun, interactive way to explore the many different ways we feel! Caldecott Medal-winning author/artist Ed Emberley provides readers with an imaginatively crafted book that helps children identify and understand their emotions. Visit him at his Web site: www.edemberley.com.
Teaches cartoon drawing using such basic shapes as circles, squares, and triangles.
Tells how Paul Bunyan, the mighty lumberjack, cleared the States of Iowa and Kansas, dug the Mississippi River, and performed other feats with his blue ox, Babe.
A step-by-step learn how to draw dogs book for kids by James Manning Have you been looking for a fun and mentally engaging way to help your child develop and fine-tune their drawing skills? Need an easy yet exciting way to help your child learn the basics of learning how to draw fantastic dogs? Want to find a dog drawing book kids will love. This step-by-step dog drawing book for kids shows all the steps involved in drawing 37 different dogs. Need more reasons to choose us? Comes with free downloadable templates for you to use. Click the "Add to
Cart" button and let your child learn the fundamental basics with our dog drawing book, today!
My First I Can Draw
A Cut and Paste Drawing Book
Thanks, Mom!
A Book about Shapes
Drummer Hoff
Read along with Marvel! Discover how Marvel's most popular characters became the Super Heroes they are today! Featuring Black Panther, Captain Marvel, Iron Man, Captain America, and Hulk, this World of Reading Level 1 reader bind up includes five origin adventure stories!
A Fun And Easy Step By Step Drawing Book! This great book is full of fun and easy to follow step by step drawing pages to help the little artist in your life learn draw a great selection of cool objects and amazing animals! Each page has a different fun animal or object and kids can follow and copy each individual step and complete the picture....then have fun drawing them again and again in the cool framed picture pages at the back of the book!
Children will love this monsterously fun story, featuring die-cuts on every spread. With each turn of the page, readers reveal Little Green Monster's little yellow eyes, his little red mouth, and even a cute, tiny white monster tooth. Then, when the stars begin to appear, it's time for bed... so, nighty night, little yellow eyes. Nighty night, little red mouth. Nighty night, cute little white tooth. Sweet dreams!
Celebrate the tenth anniversary of Pusheen—the internet’s favorite cartoon cat—with this colorful and fun collection of recipes that is filled with cookies, cakes, and other delicious treats. The ultimate cookbook for Pusheen fans and cat lovers alike, Let’s Bake features forty vibrant recipes for sweet treats and savory snacks, inspired by the adorably plump and mischievous kitty. Each recipe is either Pusheen-shaped, or features Pusheen’s face or the faces of her friends so these treats will satisfy your taste buds and tickle your funny bone. With recipes for home chefs of every skill level—from fruit tarts to donuts and beyond—there is something delicious for
everyone in Let’s Bake.
Ed Emberley's Big Purple Drawing Book
Draw Fifty Beasties and Yugglies and Turnover Uglies and Things that Go Bump in the Night
Ed Emberley's Bye-bye, Big Bad Bullybug!
Artist, Poet, Slave
Happy Narwhalidays (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #5)

Ed Emberley's Fingerprint Drawing BookLittle Brown & Company
Simple rhyming text and illustrations guide the reader to see triangles, rectangles, and circles in everyday things.
Shows how to create artwork by starting with a fingerprint, and provides step-by-step examples.
Bring out your child’s creativity and imagination with more than 60 artful activities in this completely revised and updated edition Art making is a wonderful way for young children to tap into their imagination, deepen their creativity, and explore new materials, all while strengthening their fine motor skills and developing self-confidence. The Artful Parent has all the tools and information you need to encourage
creative activities for ages one to eight. From setting up a studio space in your home to finding the best art materials for children, this book gives you all the information you need to get started. You’ll learn how to: * Pick the best materials for your child’s age and learn to make your very own * Prepare art activities to ease children through transitions, engage the most energetic of kids, entertain small groups,
and more * Encourage artful living through everyday activities * Foster a love of creativity in your family
Ed Emberley's Complete Funprint Drawing Book
Make a Face with Ed Emberley (Ed Emberley on the Go!)
Ed Emberley's Big Green Drawing Book
Dave the Potter
Create Cartoon Characters with Circles, Squares & Triangles
Ed Emberley's Classic Drawing Books.
Ed Emberley shies away from calling himself an artist and instead likes to say that “he draws pictures for a living.” Now in his eighties,Ed Emberley is a Caldecott award-winning children's book illustrator and writer who has been creating original books since the1960s. He has written and illustrated more than 100 books and is perhaps best known for his beloved how-to-draw books for kids such as: Ed Emberley's Big Green Drawing Book, Ed Emberley's
Drawing Book of Faces, and Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint Drawing Book, and many others. These simple and straightforward books, first published in the 1970s, have encouraged a generation of kids to take the drawing process step by step. Contemporary working artists today often cite Ed Emberley as a beloved early inspiration in their development as artists. By encouraging kids to draw using just a few simple shapes, Emberley has made drawing and
creating accessible to everyone. As Emberley likes to say, “Not everyone needs to be an artist, but everyone needs to feel good about themselves.” This definitive monograph on the wide repertoire of Emberley's life's work has been beautifully put together by Todd Oldham and Caleb Neelon. Highlighting work spanning over five decades, this gorgeous and comprehensive book celebrates the talented and prolific life of Ed Emberley.
Chronicles the life of Dave, a nineteenth-century slave who went on to become an influential poet, artist, and potter.
A picture book, from an old folk verse, which tells of the building of a cannon as each soldier brings a part.
Ed Emberley's How to Draw Monsters and More Scary Stuff
Ed Emberley
Ed Emberley's Picture Pie
How To Draw for Kids
Ralph Masiello's Halloween Drawing Book
Step-by-step instructions for drawing people and animals using a minimum of line and circle combinations.
Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing people, animals, and objects using a minimum of line and circle combinations.
Instructions for creating a variety of shapes and figures using thumbprints and a few simple lines.
Provides step-by-step instructions for drawing monsters, goons, and gruesome beasts.
The Artful Parent
Let's Bake!
A Fun And Easy Step By Step Drawing Book!
Rotten Island
Chicken Little

Kiko the mouse finds some delicious cheese and gets help from his mother when a group of various animals tries to take it.
A father-and-daughter team presents a retelling of the classic story of Chicken Little, who has an acorn fall on his head and runs in a panic to his friends Henny Penny, Lucky Ducky, and Loosey Goosey, to tell them the sky is falling.
What has a bluish-greenish nose, sharp white teeth and big yellow eyes? It is the Big Green Monster, in this book children can change the features of the monster, it is designed to help dispel their fears of night-time monsters.
Presents step-by-step instructions for drawing things associated with Christmas using a minimum of line and circle combinations.
Ed Emberley's Christmas Drawing Book
Ed Emberley's ABC.
World of Reading: Five Super Hero Stories!
The Wing on a Flea
One Wide River to Cross
Learn to draw jack-o-lanterns, skeletons, witches, black cats, monsters, and more in this how-to-draw book by drawing master Ed Emberley-perfect for the Halloween season and all year round! Using his "alphabet" of shapes and squiggles, Ed Emberley shows new artists the easiest method to create more than 50 creepy creatures and critters. This brand-new bindup edition-featuring color on the interior-of Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Halloween and Ed Emberley's Drawing Book of Weirdos will make doodling a blast for kids age 7 and up. Over 2 million Ed Emberley drawing books have been
sold!
How to Draw Dogs (A how to Draw Dogs Book Kids Will Love)
The Story of Paul Bunyan
Nighty Night, Little Green Monster
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